Notes on Timetables for Liberal Arts and Sciences Courses (AY2024)

The Liberal Arts and Sciences Class Timetable consists of two timetables: “Timetable A”, which provides a general outline, and “Timetable B”, which provides specific class schedules. Students can refer to these timetables as a guide for planning Liberal Arts and Sciences course schedule.

Precautions for Course Registration

1. Liberal Arts and Sciences Class Timetable - Table B includes registration codes, seven-digit number starting from 00. These codes are extremely important to proceed course registration. Please make sure to check the codes when registering for courses.

2. Please make sure to check the ILAS website (https://www.ilas.nagoya-u.ac.jp/) for course details such as instructors, term/day/period, lecture rooms, etc. It will be updated as needed, so you are advised to confirm the latest information. Please note that you can find the instructor’s email address on each syllabus.

3. Syllabus for Liberal Arts and Sciences can be accessed through NU portal.

4. The number of required credits for advancement and graduation may vary depending on the year of your enrollment. You are advised, therefore, to fully read the course conditions and procedures described in the “Students’ Guide” and “Course Registration Procedures” of your enrollment year.

5. Liberal Arts and Sciences Class Timetable-Table B includes abbreviations as below.

1) Classroom Names and Location (classrooms are indicated in the Timetable B)
   - Names starting with C (i.e., C10): Liberal Arts and Sciences Main Building, Central Wing
   - CALL1-4, Sub Lab A, B, SIS Lab: Liberal Arts and Sciences Main Building, Central Wing
   - Names starting with S (i.e., S10): Liberal Arts and Sciences Main Building, South Wing
   - Laboratory: Liberal Arts and Sciences Main Building, South Wing
   - Names starting with A (i.e., A12): Liberal Arts and Sciences Building A
   - Sci: Building of School of Science
   - ES: E & S Building
   - Eco: Building of School of Economics
   - IC: International Center

2) School and Program Names and Abbreviations

(School) (Program)
-Hu: School of Humanities -J: Japan-in-Asia Cultural Studies
-La: School of Law -S: Social Sciences Program
-Ec: School of Economics -P: Fundamental and Applied Physics Program
-Sc: School of Science -C: Chemistry Program
-En: School of Engineering -Au: Automotive Engineering Program
-Ag: School of Agricultural Sciences -B: Biological Science Program

6. Representative instructors in Laboratory courses, etc.
   Instructors marked with "◎" are representatives for courses that are taught by several faculty members.